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HOOK
Oh yeah
Girl, I need you so bad
Oh no, I need you when I wake up
Where were you last night
Oh yeah
Where were you last night
I need you when I wake up o

VERSE 1
Last night, when we were hanging around
When my homie is around cos that is how we do
No one could even tell me what was really going on
And then I knew
When I was woke up, I was alone
And I realize there was nobody sleeping at the other
side
Your side, my side, the both side
Even though we just philosophy and
We meant to be and no one could ever be yeah

BRIDGE
I don't need an explanation
All am asking is just a question
And I want to know where
Were you last night
[I need you when I wake up o]

CHORUS
Last night that I see you beside my best friend moto
Oh no, no be so
I don't need an explanation
All am asking is just a question
And I want to know where were you last night
Last night that I see you beside my best friend moto
Oh no, no be so
[I need you when I wake up o]

Last night, yeah last night

VERSE 2
Early morning, when I went to your home
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And your mama said to me
I got you, but you finish
She gave me 24 hrs to look for you
But I did and but there is no way to find you
And you drove me crazy
And I kept going on and on to the breaking of dawn
You see these feelings that I got for you
Is going down [going down]
Because of you

REPEAT BRIDGE

REPEAT CHORUS (x2)

REPEAT HOOK

[where were you last night]
[I need you when I wake up o]

REPEAT HOOK

REPEAT CHORUS

REPEAT HOOK (till fade)
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